To:
1. The Chief/Principal Secretaries (Home)/Administrators and DsG (P)s of all StateS/UTs
2. Heads of all CAPFs/CPOs (including Directors of IB & CBI)

Subject:- Protocol for Communication with UNHQ

Sir/Madam,

As per the instructions received from Permanent Mission of India to United Nations (PMI to UN) regarding protocol for communication with UNHQ. It has been come to notice that some police officers are communicating directly to Police Division, UNHQ for considering their forwarded nominations. In this regard, it is informed that Police Division, UNHQ don't communicate with the candidates directly and Permanent missions are considered as a primary channel of communication. Therefore, It is requested that all concerned Police officers are advised to refrain from making any direct communication/contact with UNHQ untill any instructions are given from this ministry.

(Raman Kumar)
Under Secretary to the Government of India

Copy to:-

SO (IT), MHA - With the request to upload the above communication on MHA website (Police Division-II(under the head of policy guidelines for UN Assignment and secondment vacancies)